INTRODUCTION
Genetic screening for cancer susceptibility is one application of "personalized medicine" and has become an evidence-based medical practice that improves patient survival. 1 However, many individuals and families suspected to be at a high risk for cancer, based on family or personal medical histories, are not found to have mutations in the most common susceptibility genes. For example, many women in whom genetic susceptibility for hereditary breast and ovarian cancer is suspected do not have a BRCA1/2 mutation. Testing of multiple high-penetrance genes simultaneously has long been an accepted practice for susceptibility to colorectal cancer (e.g., mismatch repair genes in Lynch syndrome) and pheochromocytoma (e.g., succinate dehydrogenase complex genes). Since 2012, multiplex (i.e., multi-gene) panels, which include both high-and moderate-penetrance cancer susceptibility genes, have emerged for many other Submitted Purpose: Multiplex genetic testing, including both moderate-and high-penetrance genes for cancer susceptibility, is associated with greater uncertainty than traditional testing, presenting challenges to informed consent and genetic counseling. We sought to develop a new model for informed consent and genetic counseling for four ongoing studies.
Methods:
Drawing from professional guidelines, literature, conceptual frameworks, and clinical experience, a multidisciplinary group developed a tiered-binned genetic counseling approach proposed to facilitate informed consent and improve outcomes of cancer susceptibility multiplex testing.
Results:
In this model, tier 1 "indispensable" information is presented to all patients. More specific tier 2 information is provided to support variable informational needs among diverse patient populations. Clinically relevant information is "binned" into groups to minimize information overload, support informed decision making, and facilitate adaptive responses to testing. Seven essential elements of informed consent are provided to address the unique limitations, risks, and uncertainties of multiplex testing.
Conclusion:
A tiered-binned model for informed consent and genetic counseling has the potential to address the challenges of multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility and to support informed decision making and adaptive responses to testing. Future prospective studies including patient-reported outcomes are needed to inform how to best incorporate multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility into clinical practice.
Original research article cancer types, including breast and ovarian, and they are currently being used in clinical practice despite questions regarding their clinical utility. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility represents the broader transition in clinical genetics from sequential limited (e.g., single-gene) evaluation to multiplex, parallel sequencing of many genes and, in some settings, whole-exome sequencing. This transition from limited (e.g., single gene) to bundled (i.e., multiplex panels) or broad (e.g., whole-exome sequencing) genomic applications presents many challenges. 15, 16 Many of the genes included on "cancer gene panels" are moderatepenetrance genes, increasing cancer risk by two-to fourfold, and their clinical utility remains unclear. 10, 13, 17, 18 The risks, benefits, and clinical utility of testing for multiple genes of varied risk, cancer spectrum, and clinical utility are unknown and present challenges to traditional approaches to informed consent for genetic testing. 8, 15, [18] [19] [20] Multiplex testing has the potential to increase anxiety, uncertainty, and potentially the adoption of inappropriate screening or risk-reducing surgeries. Effective genetic education and counseling are designed to minimize these risks and enhance adaptive responses to genetic risk. 21 Traditional counseling models, although intended to be person-centered or individualized, [21] [22] [23] are not designed to provide comprehensive information for simultaneous testing of multiple genes with diverse cancer spectra, risks, and medical management strategies. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop and evaluate new approaches to genetic counseling and informed consent with the clinical implementation of multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility, 2, [6] [7] [8] 15, [18] [19] [20] and to study the risks and benefits of bundled tests over sequential, discrete testing. 16 Here we describe the development of a new model for the delivery of multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility. This model was developed for four related but distinct studies evaluating the outcomes of multiplex genetic testing for breast cancer susceptibility (Table 1) , in which the traditional model for cancer genetic counseling would not be feasible and could be overwhelming and could negatively impact testing decisions and outcomes. Thus, a new and standardized approach to the informed consent and counseling process across genetic counselors and sites is needed to assess counseling fidelity and evaluate participant outcomes over time. Additionally, this model was developed to be broadly applicable to multiplex testing in other clinical settings in which panels contain genes associated with varying disease risk, health implications, or clinical utility.
MATeRIALs AND MeTHODs
A multidisciplinary working group of study investigators and clinical genetic providers from six collaborating sites Original research article participated in three conference calls (August-September 2013) to develop a new model for informed consent and genetic counseling for four ongoing studies evaluating the outcomes of multiplex genetic testing for breast cancer susceptibility. This multidisciplinary group of investigators collaborating on related research (see Table 1 ) includes physicians and genetic counselors with expertise in cancer genetics and medical genetics, as well as individuals with expertise in clinical psychology, health communication, and medical ethics. Multiple drafts of the proposed model, counseling checklists, and the manuscript were circulated for comments, reviewed, and iteratively revised (October 2013-May 2014).
Rationale for a tiered-binned approach to pretest counseling for multiplex testing
In cancer genetics, promoting informed consent for genetic testing is traditionally facilitated through pretest counseling with a genetic or other adequately trained professional. This is achieved through "comprehensive" education and pretest counseling, including genetic education, specific disease risks and medical management options for individual genes, and the potential medical and psychosocial implications of testing, highlighting the option to decline testing and consider alternative options for risk assessment and risk management. 19, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Effective pretest education and counseling can prepare patients for uncertain results, increase understanding, and decrease test-related anxiety and negative responses to uncertainty. 21 It is increasingly recognized that the traditional standard of "comprehensive" or "specific" informed consent for cancer susceptibility testing will not be feasible, applicable, or beneficial to patients as we move to broader genetic testing, which includes genes of varying risks and clinical implications (e.g., the finding of incidental mutations in noncancer genes of high penetrance). 15, 28, 29 "Generic" consent has been proposed as an alternative strategy to provide patients with minimally sufficient information to make informed decisions regarding testing or receipt of genetic information. 26, 30 The "layered" approach to generic consent includes identifying broad concepts and common-denominator elements required for all patients. We propose that this approach, originally proposed for prenatal screening and whole-exome sequencing, can support informed consent in the setting of multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility and enhance adaptive responses to testing, particularly in the era of bundled and broad testing and variable clinical utility. 29 A layered or tiered approach to education and counseling is utilized in which tier 1, "indispensable" information is presented to all patients and tier 2 information provides additional detail as needed, supporting variable information needs among diverse patient populations. 29, 30 An additional strategy to address the large amount of potentially relevant information generated with broad genetic testing is to organize the information into clinically relevant "bins. " 28 This approach was proposed as a framework to organize genes to consider the return of incidental findings. 28 As suggested by others, binning genes could also be a useful approach for consent and patient education. 20, 28 Rather than providing specific risks for each individual gene, genes can be organized into bins, defined by their risk, clinical utility, evidence supporting medical management, or other relevant features, for example, "some genes on this panel have very high lifetime risks for cancers that lack effective surveillance options, so prophylactic surgery such as removal of the ovaries or the stomach may be recommended as a possible method to reduce the risk for cancer, " or "some genes have very limited information available regarding risks for cancer, but more may be known in the future. " Some patients may desire additional specific information, which can be shared in an individualized fashion as tier 2 information. We propose that binning and tiered strategies can be combined effectively as a new approach to informed consent and genetic counseling in the era of multiplex genetic testing and present additional key components to the successful implementation of this approach for the research setting and, ultimately, clinical care.
ResULTs

A tiered-binned approach to multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility
We used the American Society of Clinical Oncology 14 Basic Elements of Informed Consent, consistent with other practice standards, as the starting framework. 26, 27 Through deliberation, we identified several of the traditional basic elements that could be overwhelming to patients if presented in comprehensive detail and were amenable to presentation in a tiered and binned fashion ( Table 2) . These elements included: (i) information on specific genes being tested and the associated risk; (ii) specific implications of positive, negative, and uninformative results; (iii) options and limitations of medical management or riskreducing strategies; and (iv) implications for family members. For these elements, we identified key common-denominator themes and the important minimum elements that patients must understand in order to make an informed decision in the setting of multiplex testing ( Table 2) . In addition, patients are informed that more specific and comprehensive information can be provided in result disclosure sessions. Several basic elements of informed consent are relevant to cancer susceptibility testing regardless of the type of testing (e.g., limited or multiplex testing). These elements are not significantly modified from traditional counseling practice, although some key differences with multiplex testing are reflected in the key elements outlined here. As an example, counseling checklists for pretest and posttest counseling in the METEOR studies (see Table 1 ) are included as Supplementary Appendixes online. Checklists for the RESPECT study include modifications to address studyspecific contexts (e.g., the difference between research and clinical testing). Additional previously published modifications developed for telephone communication 31 (e.g., standard and situational probes to address lack of visual cues with telephone and challenges with distractions and disruptions) are also included for COGENT and RESPECT checklists.
One area of debate within the working group was the need to provide patients with specific examples of scenarios in which patients have been known to have variable preferences for testing. 32 For example, some members endorse a specific discussion of medical management strategies and potential psychosocial risks with identification of a germline TP53 mutation because the mutation confers risks for a wide range of cancers, some of which have no established or limited strategies for screening or risk reduction, or CDH1 mutations, for which prophylactic gastrectomy may need to be considered given limitations of screening for diffuse gastric cancer. Other members felt that specific examples are not necessary at pretest counseling and that the possibility of these uncertainties can be sufficiently shared in a tiered-binned model before testing, or in greater detail when relevant at posttest counseling. The group was not able to reach a consensus on this topic, highlighting an important area for continued deliberation and consideration in ongoing research.
Several additional strategies endorsed by patients and providers, informed by our team's multidisciplinary expertise and existing literature, are included in this model to improve patient understanding and satisfaction. 22, 23, [33] [34] [35] Visual aids, strongly valued by patients, particularly in the context of complex medical information, 16, 36, 37 are included to enhance understanding of complex information. Study-specific visual aids have been developed for each of the studies to address the goals, populations, and context of the specific study. Consistent with current practice, these are designed to be provided to participants in print format in the context of the counseling session. For 7. Importance of sharing genetic and genomic test results with at-risk relatives so that they may benefit from this information (#13) 4b. For some genes, there is currently insufficient information to recommend testing for relatives.
Psychological implications of test results (benefits and risks) (#8)
Consistent with traditional practice 5. There is the potential for various uncertainties (e.g., uncertain results, uncertain risks, and uncertainty regarding medical management options).
Options for risk estimation without genetic or genomic testing (#4)
Consistent with traditional practice 6. Given a range of testing options and variable risks, benefits, and utilities, patients should be aware that testing is a choice.
Technical accuracy of the test and associated fees (#6, 7)
Consistent with traditional practice 11. Privacy, risks, and protections against genetic discrimination and possible use of DNA testing samples in future research (#9, 10, 11) Illustrative examples can be included to represent specific examples (e.g., prophylactic removal of the stomach is considered for individuals who are at increased risk for stomach cancer and TP53 mutations are associated with high risks for a variety of cancers, some of which are hard to prevent or screen for, and that can occur in childhood).
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Original research article patients receiving counseling by phone, visual aids are mailed to participants in advance of their counseling session so they can be viewed during the counseling session. A key novel component of this new approach is standardized provider communication probes, utilized in counseling sessions to assess desired levels of information (e.g., "As we go along, please tell me if you would prefer that we discuss this information in greater detail or if you have heard enough detail"), knowledge and genomic health literacy (e.g., "
We have talked about a lot of things, what questions do you have for me now?"), and affect (e.g., "How are you feeling now that you know…?"). Of note, this strategy is utilized to address diverse patient populations in which genomic health literacy and informational needs vary. 38 At the conclusion of the session, we include a "Teach Back" probe (e.g., "Please tell me in your own words your understanding of what we have discussed today and what that might mean for you") to assess comprehension and facilitate informed decision making, providing the opportunity for remediation of any misperceptions. 39, 40 This additional strategy is designed to help providers address varying genomic health literacy and support informed decision making as genetic testing is more widely disseminated and incorporated in diverse medical practices. 
Tier 1 essential elements for informed consent with multiplex testing
We identified seven essential minimal elements necessary for patients to make an informed decision regarding genetic testing options to include multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility and to enhance adaptive psychosocial and behavioral responses to multiplex testing ( Table 2) . We note that multiplex testing panels vary. Some may include only genes in which mutations confer a similarly high risk of the same cancers (e.g., mismatch repair genes and Lynch syndrome), and not all of these elements may need to be invoked depending on the particular panel.
1. Testing can identify varying risks (high, moderate, and uncertain) for a wide spectrum of cancers. Although some patients may desire detailed information for all or select genes, for many patients a comprehensive review might generate distress and negatively impact informed decision making. Nonetheless, it is important for patients to understand the general scope, variability, and range of risks and associated cancer types. We propose this be shared in a tiered-binned fashion based on individual informational preferences. 2. The implications of a positive or negative result will vary based on the particular gene, the personal and family history, and the prevalence of mutations in the general population (carrier rate). Given the current unknowns for many of the genes on multiplex panels, and the potential for unanticipated positive results in high-penetrance genes (where the personal and/or family history is not suggestive of the phenotype), the implications of results may be highly dependent on the family history. Further, patients should be prepared for uncertainty and the potential for no change in their medical management. Again, we propose this information can be shared in a tiered-binned fashion, and there may be a role for specific examples (e.g., TP53, CDH1) that could influence decision making or illustrate particular themes. 3. The evidence supporting medical recommendations for specific genes and results varies. In some cases, there is strong evidence to guide medical recommendations (e.g., BRCA1/2, Lynch syndrome). For other genes, there are consensus guidelines (TP53). In many genes, there is very limited evidence to guide medical recommendations (e.g., CHEK2, ATM). Even in the setting of a deleterious mutation, patients' results might not change their medical management. Although we have traditionally discussed specific risk-reduction options (e.g., prophylactic oophorectomy, the addition of screening breast magnetic resonance imaging) in pretest counseling, we propose in the tiered-binned model that general strategies be presented to all patients (e.g., "Cancer risk may be addressed by increased screening, chemoprevention, or, in some cases, prophylactic surgeries"), with additional information provided based on personal and family history and informational assessments and requests. 4. Mutations in some genes are associated with a risk for cancer during childhood and adolescence and can be associated with conditions other than cancer. Additionally, cascade testing in other relatives may or may not be indicated, particularly for moderate-penetrance genes. The implications for family members are much more varied and complex as we transition to multiplex panels with overlapping phenotypes. The relevance of moderatepenetrance genes for relatives remains uncertain, and results may be context-specific and modified by the family history. We propose that in the tiered-binned model, the range of possibilities be presented to patients so they have a general understanding of the potential outcomes of testing, and, if interested, patients can engage in a more in-depth discussion. 5. There is the potential for various uncertainties (e.g., uncertain results, uncertain risks, and uncertainty regarding medical management options). Variants of uncertain significance (VUS) are possible and more frequent with panel testing than with single-gene or targeted testing. Although genetic providers are accustomed to discussing this possibility with patients, the frequency of VUS is significantly higher with panel testing (up to 30%) 10, 11, 13, 20 and could be associated with distress, misunderstanding, and inappropriate screening or risk-reducing surgeries. Patients need to be aware that VUS are a possibility, that VUS are not to be used to make medical management decisions, and that interpretation of results may be clarified over time. Understanding the possibility of VUS allows patients to make more informed decisions about proceeding with testing based on their tolerance for ambiguity, and is designed to minimize negative responses to testing for those who proceed. 6. Given a range of testing options and variable risks, benefits, and utilities, patients should be aware that testing is a choice. At this time there are various cancer susceptibility testing options for genetic providers and patients. These include standard limited (e.g., single-gene testing) and various multiplex panels ranging from those with high-penetrance genes only to panels focused on particular tumor types (e.g., BreastNext, ColoNext) and broader panels including high-and moderate-penetrance genes (e.g., MyRisk). 8, 20 At least one commercial laboratory is considering offering the option to select specific genes when ordering genetic testing, allowing patients and providers to more efficiently direct testing and limit the potential for uncertain or unwanted information. For most patients, limited testing for known syndromes (e.g., BRCA1/2 and mismatch repair genes for families with breast, ovarian, or colon cancer) for which there is clear evidence guiding medical management recommendations remains a valid option. Choosing how large a gene panel to use depends, in part, on the urgency of testing (e.g., newly diagnosed patients undergoing testing to make a surgical decision) and the patient's tolerance of ambiguity regarding VUS and genes with as-yetundefined penetrance and cancer spectra. Also, testing for additional genes will remain an option in the future for patients who elect to defer multiplex testing initially. 7. Ongoing communication with the cancer genetics team will be critical, particularly in the setting of uncertain results or recommendations. At this time, the evidence base and best practice guidelines for risk estimation, interpretation, and medical management recommendations are still in development for many of the genes on these panels. 6 Thus, multiplex testing for panels with high-and moderate-penetrance genes will be a collaborative learning process between the genetics team and patients because risk estimates, cancer spectra, and best practices for medical management will be revised over time. Best practices for longitudinal communication and provision of medical updates constitute a significant knowledge gap for the field given the higher rates of VUS and various current uncertainties. At minimum, follow-up requires patients or programs to maintain upto-date contact information. Some patients may benefit from regularly planned follow-up with a genetics team, which might be associated with access burdens for some patients.
DIsCUssION
As highlighted by many, the clinical availability of multiplex testing for common cancers, containing high-and moderatepenetrance genes, presents considerable challenges to the clinical implementation of inherited genetics. Among these challenges is protecting patient autonomy and limiting the psychosocial and medical risks of cancer susceptibility testing. To our knowledge, this model is the first proposed for informed consent and genetic counseling for multiplex testing including both high-and moderate-penetrance genes for cancer susceptibility. We present this model as a starting point for the purposes of ongoing studies and relevant fields to consider the merits and limitations of various approaches to informed consent and delivery of multiplex cancer genetic testing. Two key questions in the field remain regarding the relative advantages of bundling (i.e., multiplex testing) and the best model for delivering bundled and broad sequencing. We acknowledge that there will likely be alternative models that could be considered and compared to understand their relative benefits and risks.
This approach has several strengths, reflecting the consensus of a multidisciplinary team from six cancer genetics programs. These teams have utilized multiplex testing in the clinical and research settings and used strategies that have been proposed in other settings of broad genomic testing (e.g., prenatal and whole-exome sequencing) for which comprehensive approaches to counseling and consent are not feasible. Our tiered-binned approach is grounded in existing guidelines for cancer susceptibility testing and is intended to preserve key components of informed consent and pretest counseling while utilizing strategies to tailor the depth of information to individual needs and to organize content into key themes and elements to enhance understanding and informed decision making. Thus, we have included several adaptations and elements to facilitate patientcentered communication (e.g., assessments of cognitive and affective responses and informational needs). 22, 23, [33] [34] [35] Equally important, we feel this model can provide a framework for other multiplex and broad genetic testing for disease susceptibility in other contexts. This model also has the potential to enhance the efficiency of genetic services given the increasing demand and a limited workforce.
Despite these strengths, we acknowledge several limitations. There is currently no clear standard delivery model for multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility, raising the question of what is the most appropriate comparison for innovations in the field. As new alternative counseling and delivery models are developed, studies designed to compare various delivery models could be valuable and ultimately define standards for the field. Our novel tiered-binned model was developed to inform several studies evaluating the outcomes of receipt of multiplex testing for cancer susceptibility; however, the outcomes of the tiered-binned approach are currently unknown. Data evaluating the informed choice and the cognitive, affective, and behavioral responses to this model of genetic counseling for multiplex testing for breast cancer susceptibility are the goal of the described ongoing studies. Although we believe this approach is consistent with the way in which many genetic providers are approaching clinical counseling for multiplex testing in the absence of any consensus guidelines, 20 there are likely other valid approaches. As described above, our group debated the merits of providing specific information for particular genes (e.g., TP53, CDH1) when patients
Original research article have expressed varying testing preferences. 32 The value of utilizing specific examples remains unknown. There is also value in evaluating various visual formats and content of risk information, particularly among populations of varying genomic literacy; however, this was not the goal of our current studies. Additionally, this model is proposed for genetic susceptibility testing for common cancers (e.g. breast, colon, and ovarian) and may not apply in other contexts, such as genetic testing for rare cancers (e.g., pheochromocytomas), for which panels are commonly utilized and do not have the same wide variability in the disease spectrum, risks, or management options. Ultimately, there will need to be continued data collection and deliberation to guide best practices for delivery of cancer genetic testing as we transition from targeted to broader genomic applications. Equally important, the relative advantage of bundled versus discrete or limited genetic testing remains an overarching question that has been identified as a key research need in the era of genetic sequencing. 16 Our model is not intended to address this larger question, but rather, given the current availability of clinical multiplex testing, to provide a potential delivery solution in this period of evaluation of the outcomes of multiplex testing including genes of variable clinical utility.
We are at a critical juncture in medicine, with the breadth and depth of available genetic information increasing exponentially and holding great promise for improving health outcomes. Multiplex genetic testing for cancer susceptibility raises the potential for greater complexity and uncertainty, and a tieredbinned approach to informed consent and genetic counseling has the potential to address these challenges. Given the current limitations and uncertainties, there is an urgent need to better understand the risks, benefits, and utilities of multiplex testing, and how to best deliver services and respect patient preferences as we debate how to implement genetic testing for the benefit of diverse patient populations and their families.
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